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A NOTE ON CAUSALITY CONDITIONS ON COVERING
SPACETIMES
ETTORE MINGUZZI AND IVAN P. COSTA E SILVA
Abstract. A number of techniques in Lorentzian geometry, such as those
used in the proofs of singularity theorems, depend on certain smooth cover-
ings retaining interesting global geometric properties, including causal ones.
In this note we give explicit examples showing that, unlike some of the more
commonly adopted rungs of the causal ladder such as strong causality or global
hyperbolicity, less-utilized conditions such as causal continuity or causal sim-
plicity do not in general pass to coverings, as already speculated by one of
the authors (EM). As a consequence, any result which relies on these causality
conditions transferring to coverings must be revised accordingly. In particular,
some amendments in the statement and proof of a version of the Gannon-Lee
singularity theorem previously given by one of us (IPCS) are also presented
here that address a gap in its original proof.
1. Introduction
Let (Mn, g) be a spacetime, i.e., a pair consisting of a connected C∞ smooth
manifold (Hausdorff and secound-countable) M of dimension n ≥ 2 and a time-
oriented C∞ Lorentz metric g. Let π : M˜ → M be a smooth covering map, and
endow M˜ with the pullback metric g˜ := π∗g and the induced time-orientation. Since
π is a local isometry, any local geometric condition that might hold on (M, g), such
as (say) Ricg(v, v) ≥ 0 for all lightlike vectors v ∈ TM , must hold on (M˜, g˜) as
well.
Geodesic (lightlike, or timelike, or spacelike) completeness, on the other hand,
is a key example of a global geometric feature which holds on (M, g) if and only
if it holds on (M˜, g˜). This is of substantial technical importance in the proofs of
singularity theorems, since some constructions are carried out on (a suitable choice
of) (M˜, g˜) [2, 7, 8, 9, 10]. For example, (cf. [17, Prop. 14.2]) if (M, g) admits as
(topologically) closed connected spacelike hypersurface Σ ⊂ M , then (M˜, g˜) can
be chosen so that it possesses a diffeomorphic copy Σ˜ of Σ which is in addition
acausal, so that its Cauchy development can be suitably analyzed for the existence
of certain maximal geodesics normal to Σ˜, an important step in some proofs. Of
course, such constructions can only be meaningfully carried out provided there is
some control on whether the required properties still hold on covering manifolds.
An important hypothesis in a number of theorems, and in singularity theorems
in particular, is on which rung of the so-called causal ladder [14, 16] of spacetimes
(M, g) sits. In view of the remarks in the previous paragraph, it is therefore of
interest to know whether that rung is shared with (M˜, g˜). A positive statement
in this regard has been summarized by one of us (EM) as follows. (See [14, Thm.
2.99] for an extended discussion and a proof.)
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Theorem 1.1. Let π : (M˜, g˜) → (M, g) be a Lorentzian covering. If (M, g)
is chronological [resp. causal, non-totally imprisoning, future/past distinguishing,
strongly causal, stably causal, globally hyperbolic] then (M˜, g˜) has the same property.
Just after the statement of that theorem, the author mentions in passing that
reflectivity and closure of causal futures/pasts of points in (M, g) do not seem to
pass to coverings. It is the purpose of this note to both confirm the latter claim
by means of concrete (counter)examples, as well as to modify the statement and
proof of [3, Thm. 2.1] to incorporate this discovery. As it stands, the latter proof
has a gap if the underlying spacetime is not globally hyperbolic, precisely because
it assumes without further discussion that simple causality also applies to a certain
Lorentzian covering thereof.1
The version we present here, however, is not a mere amendment. Recently it
has been shown that the assumptions of Penrose’s theorem can be improved by
weakening global hyperbolicity to past reflectivity [15]. Adapting some arguments
to the Gannon-Lee case we are able to accomplish a similarly interesting result,
that is, we can dramatically decrease the causality requirements of the Gannon-Lee
theorem by demanding (M, g) and its coverings to be just past reflecting.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss two examples, one
of which is adapted from the spacetime constructed by Hedicke and Suhr in [11,
Thm. 2.7] (with the entirely different purpose of providing an example of a causally
simple spacetime for which the space of null geodesics is not Hausdorff). These
examples show that (i) the closure of the causal relation, and (ii) past reflectivity,
do not pass to (M˜, g˜) while holding on (M, g). In section 3 we give an alternative
statement and proof of the Gannon-Lee theorem presented in [3, Thm. 2.1] it terms
of past reflectivity of Lorentzian coverings.
We shall assume throughout that the reader is familiar with the elements of
causal theory in the core references [1, 17], up to and including the best-known
singularity theorems originally proven by R. Penrose and S.W, Hawking described
in those references. We also assume the reader is acquainted with the basic structure
of the causal ladder, that is, the basic hierarchy of causal conditions listed from
the weakest - non-totally viciousness - at the bottom, through the strongest - global
hyperbolicity at the top, which can be found, e.g., in Ch. 2 of [1]. However, since
the notions of past/future reflectivity are somewhat less known, we briefly recall
these in section 2.
The results in this paper are purely geometric in that no field equations are
assumed, and they hold for any spacetime dimension ≥ 3. Our conventions for the
signs of spacetime curvature are those of [1], but for the mean curvature vector of
submanifolds within it we use those of [17]. In particular, we borrow the definition
of convergence of a semi-Riemannian submanifold from the latter reference (cf. [17,
Def. 10.36]). Unless otherwise explicitly stated, all maps and (sub)manifols are
assumed to be C∞, and submanifolds to be embedded.
1IPCS wishes to thank Roland Steinbauer for calling his attention to the fact that that as-
sumption is made in [3] without proper justification.
32. (Counter)examples of causality conditions on coverings
As announced in the Introduction, we present in this section examples showing
that certain causal conditions which hold on a spacetime (M, g) may fail to hold
on one (or more) of its coverings, including the universal covering.
First, we recall some terminology.
Definition 2.1. A spacetime (M, g) is said to be past reflecting [resp. future
reflecting] if one (and hence both) of the two equivalent statements hold for any
two p, q ∈M :
i) I+(q) ⊂ I+(p)⇒ I−(p) ⊂ I−(q) [resp. I−(q) ⊂ I−(p)⇒ I+(p) ⊂ I+(q)];
ii) q ∈ I+(p)⇒ p ∈ I−(q) [resp. q ∈ I−(p)⇒ p ∈ I+(q)].
If (M, g) is both past and future reflecting, it is simply said to be reflecting.
For further discussion on reflectivity, and a proof of the equivalence of (i) and (ii)
in Def. 2.1 (as well as other equivalent statements) see, e.g., [14, Section 4.1].
We just comment here that unlike usual causality conditions, reflectivity by itself
lies outside the causal ladder, and is known as a transversal condition. (See, for
example, the discussion around [13, Fig. 2] or [14].) In particular, it may well be
present even in non-chronological spacetimes (e.g. Go¨del spacetime).
However, if combined with other, even quite mild, causality conditions, reflec-
tivity does imply - and is implied by - some rather strong causality requirements
[14]:
a) (M, g) is distinguishing + reflecting ⇔ (M, g) is causally continuous;
b) (M, g) is causal + closure of causal relation ⇔ (M, g) is causally simple;
c) closure of causal relation ⇒ (M, g) is reflecting;
d) (M, g) is non-totally vicious + reflecting ⇒ (M, g) is chronological.
We are ready to discuss the examples.
Example 2.2. We construct a causally simple spacetime (M3, g) in dimension 3
for which the universal covering (M˜, g˜) is such that J˜ , the causal relation on M˜ ,
is not closed. Thus, (M˜, g˜) cannot be causally simple. The spacetime (M3, g) was
introduced, with an entirely different purpose, in [11, Thm. 2.7].
Consider the static spacetime
(M, g) = (R× Σ,−dt2 + k)
where ∂t is taken to be future-directed and (Σ, k) is a suitable surface of revolution
given as follows. Consider the map
ϕ : (0, 1)× R→ R3, (u, v) 7→ (u, f(u) cos v, f(u) sin v),
with f : [0, 1] → [0,∞) being any concave function with f(0) = f(1) = 0 and 0 <
f ′(0) = −f ′(1) < 12pi . (Σ, k) is then the image of ϕ endowed with the (Riemanniann)
metric induced by the Euclidean metric on R3. Its topology is that of a sphere
minus the two points intersecting the x axis, but its shape resembles that of a
lemon, or an ellipsoid with a deficit angle at the removed points. As a result
(Σ, k) is geodesically convex, meaning that the distance between any two points is
realized by a minimizing geodesic segment σ connecting them, which ultimately is
what guarantees the causal simplicity property [11, Cor. 4.1]. Let a = ϕ((1/2, 0)),
b = ϕ((1/2, π)) be two points that belong to the surface of revolution and to the
same plane xy passing through the axis. Consider the fixed-endpoint homotopy
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class of a curve γ1 starting from a and reaching b, that revolves once in the positive
direction over the singularity at x = 0. Denote this class by [γ1], which is obviously
distinct from that of σ. We have
ℓ0 := infγ∈[γ1]ℓ
κ(γ) = ℓκ(η1) + ℓ
κ(η2) > ℓ
κ(σ)
where ℓκ is the length functional in (Σ, κ) and where η1 and η2 are incomplete
geodesics that connect a to the singularity at 0 and the singularity at 0 to b,
respectively. Notice that the infimum of length ℓ0 is not realized since the putative
‘curve’ η2 ◦η1 would pass through the singularity at x = 0 if connected. But we can
consider a sequence of ℓκ-parametrized curves (γk) in [γ1] starting at a and ending
at b such that ℓκ(γk) → ℓ0. Thus, η1 and η2 are, separately, limit curves of this
sequence, but no limit curve can connect a and b.
In (M, g) we find that the causal (indeed lightlike) curves t 7→ (t, γk(t)) have
final endpoints (ℓκ(γk), b) ∈ J+(0, a); the latter set is closed since (M, g) is causally
simple. This means that (ℓ0, b) also belongs to J
+((0, a)). However, in the covering
spacetime M˜ = R× Σ˜ ≃ R3, the lifts t 7→ (t, γ˜k(t)) of the curves t 7→ (t, γk(t)) that
start at the same representative (0, a˜) are causal curves that have final endpoints
(ℓκ(γk), b˜) ∈ J˜+(0, a˜) converging to a point (ℓ0, b˜), which now, however, can not be-
long to J˜+((0, a˜)), precisely because the above-mentioned infimum is not attained.
We conclude that in (M˜, g˜), the causal relation J˜ is not closed.
We now present an example of causally continuous (and in particular reflecting)
spacetime (M, g) for which the universal covering (M˜, g˜) is not past reflecting.
Example 2.3. Start with Minkowski 2d spacetime R2 of coordinates (t, x), en-
dowed with the metric −dt2 + dx2. Let r = (0, 0) and rk = (0,−1/k) (k ∈ N).
Consider now the spacetime given as the set M = R2\{r, r1, r2, · · · } endowed with
the restricted metric and time-orientation. This spacetime is causally continuous,
as can be easily established by looking at the continuity of the volume functions [14,
Def. 4.6(vii)]. Let p = (−1, 1) and q = (1,−1), so that q ∈ I+(p) and p ∈ I−(q).
Consider the universal covering π : (M˜, g˜) → (M, g). Let γ : [0, 1]→ M be any
curve such that γ(0) = p, γ(1) = q, and γ(0, 1) ⊂ I+(p), and consider its lift γ˜
starting at a fixed representative p˜ ∈ π−1(p). Then, for each k ∈ N with k ≥ 2,
q˜k := γ˜(1 − 1/k) ∈ π
−1(I+(p)) ≡ I˜+(π−1(p));
but since γ|[0,1−1/k] is clearly endpoint homotopic to any future-directed timelike
curve from p to γ(1 − 1/k) we conclude that q˜k ∈ I˜+(p˜), so q˜ := γ˜(1) ∈ π−1(q) ∩
I˜+(p˜).
We claim, however, that p˜ /∈ I˜−(q˜), i.e., past reflectivity is violated on (M˜, g˜).
For suppose there is a sequence (p˜k) ⊂ I˜−(q˜) converging to p˜. Pick any future-
directed timelike curves σ˜k : [0, 1] → M˜ starting at p˜k and ending at q˜, so that
pk := π(p˜k)→ p. The curves σk := π ◦ σ˜k are timelike, so (pk) ⊂ I−(q). Moreover,
the intersections of the images of the σk’s with the axis t = 0 clearly must occur
at points ck → (0, 0) (in R2). Therefore, for some subsequence (cki)i∈N we can
assume that each cki belongs to a different segment {0} × (−
1
ki
,− 1ki+1 ). Pick any
distinguished small open disc U ∋ p in M not intersecting the t = 0 axis. We
can assume, without loss of generality, that pki ∈ U for every i ∈ N. But then
the points p˜ki must be in different connected components of π
−1(U), and thus we
cannot have p˜ki → p˜, a contradiction.
5Finally, we mention that not only the properties ‘reflectivity’ and ‘closure of the
causal relation’ do not pass to coverings; these properties are also known to be
distinguished among all causality properties for not being preserved by isocausal
mappings, see [6].
3. A new version of the Gannon-Lee theorem in low causality
The Gannon-Lee singularity theorem was independently discovered by D. Gan-
non and C.W. Lee in 1975/1976 [4, 5, 12]. Its importance lies in its application to
general relativity, wherein it suggests that certain “localized non-trivial topological
structures” in spacetime (meaning non-trivial fundamental group of certain space-
like hypersurfaces), such as wormholes, are gravitationally unstable, at least if one
neglects quantum effects.
To make precise statements, we again fix a spacetime (Mn, g), but throughout
this section we assume n ≥ 3. We shall recall some terminology which we believe
is unfamiliar for many readers, largely following [3].
Fix a smooth, connected, spacelike partial Cauchy hypersurface (i.e, a submani-
fold of codimension one) Σn−1 ⊂M2, and a smooth, connected, compact spacelike
submanifold Sn−2 ⊂M of codimension two.
Suppose S separates Σ, i.e., S ⊂ Σ and Σ \ S is not connected. This means, in
particular, that Σ \ S is a disjoint union Σ+∪˙Σ− of open submanifolds of Σ having
S as a common boundary. We shall loosely call Σ+ [resp. Σ−] the outside [resp.
inside] of S in Σ. (In most interesting examples there is a natural choice for these.)
It also means that there are unique unit spacelike vector fields N± on S normal to
S in Σ, such that N+ [resp. N−] is outward-pointing [resp. inward-pointing].
Let U be the unique timelike, future-directed, unit normal vector field on Σ.
Then K± := U |S+N± are future-directed null vector fields on S normal to S in M
spanning the normal bundle NS ⊂ TM (which is in particular trivial). The outward
[resp. inward] null convergence of S in M is the smooth function k+ : S → R [resp.
k− : S → R] given by
k+(p) = 〈Hp,K+(p)〉p [resp. k−(p) = 〈Hp,K−(p)〉p], (1)
for each p ∈ S, where Hp denotes the mean curvature vector of S in M at p [17],
and we denote g as 〈 , 〉 here and hereafter, if there is no risk of confusion. Under
the sign conventions we adopt here, if S is a round sphere in a Euclidean slice of
Minkowski spacetime with the obvious choices of inside and outside, then k+ < 0
and k− > 0. One also expects this to be the case if S is a “large” sphere in an
asymptotically flat spatial slice.
We say that a smooth future-directed timelike vector field X : M → TM is
a piercing of Σ (or pierces Σ) if every maximally extended integral curve of X
intersects Σ exactly once. There is no loss of generality in assuming that X is a
complete vector field, and we shall do so in what follows. Using its flow, it is not
difficult to show that if such a piercing exists, then M is diffeomorphic to R× Σ.
Of course, such a partial Cauchy hypersurface Σ and/or a piercing of Σ may not
exist for general spacetimes. On the other hand, if (M, g) is globally hyperbolic
and Σ is a Cauchy hypersurface, then every smooth future-directed timelike vector
2Recall that a partial Cauchy hypersurface is by definition an acausal edgeless subset of a
spacetime, which means in particular that it is a topological (i.e. C0) hypersurface [17]. In this
paper, however, we always deal with smooth hypersurfaces.
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field in M pierces Σ. However, the existence of a piercing for a partial Cauchy
hypersurface Σ is strictly weaker than the requirement that Σ be Cauchy. In [3],
anti-de Sitter spacetime is given as an example, and we may add here any stan-
dard (conforma)stationary spacetime with respect to a fiducial timelike (conformal)
Killing vector field defining the standard splitting.
Using the terminology above, we shall adopt the following useful definition:
Definition 3.1. A smooth, connected, spacelike partial Cauchy hypersurface Σ ⊂
M is asymptotically regular if there exists a smooth, connected, compact submani-
fold S ⊂ Σ of dimension n− 2 such that
i) S separates Σ, and Σ+ ≡ S ∪Σ+ is non-compact;
ii) The map h# : π1(S) → π1(Σ+) induced by the inclusion h : S →֒ Σ+ is
onto;
iii) S is inner trapped, i.e., k− > 0 everywhere on S.
we shall call such an S an enclosing surface in Σ.
Let us briefly pause to explain the motivation behind the clauses (i)−(iii) of this
definition. First, it is meant as a convenient adaptation of Gannon’s definition of a
regular near infinity hypersurface, so item (i) presents no novelty. Clause (ii), how-
ever, might look somewhat opaque. But it simply means that the (closure of the)
outside of S has only topological (or more precisely path-homotopic) complexities
arising from having S itself as a boundary. Specifically, it means that every loop in
the exterior of S in Σ is homotopic to a loop on S. Note that this is certainly the
case if Σ+ ≡ S∪Σ+ is homeomorphic to S× [0,+∞), as in the original Gannon-Lee
theorem, but the condition as stated gives rise to the much wider set of topological
possibilities which are likely to arise in higher dimensions. Note that (iii) refers
only to the inward-pointing family of null geodesics normal to S, namely that they
converge “on average”.
We are finally ready to state our main result.
Theorem 3.2 (Gannon-Lee theorem - new version). Let (M, g) be an n-
dimensional (with n ≥ 3) null geodesically complete spacetime, which satisfies the
null energy condition (i.e., Ric(v, v) ≥ 0, for any null vector v ∈ TM), and pos-
sesses an asymptotically regular hypersurface Σ ⊂M pierced by some timelike vector
field X ∈ X(M). Let an enclosing surface S ⊂ Σ be given, and assume, in addition,
that at least one of the following conditions holds:
i) (M, g) and each one of its covering spacetimes (M˜, g˜) are past reflecting,
or else
ii) S is simply connected and both (M, g) and its universal covering are past
reflecting.
Then, the group homomorphism i# : π1(S) → π1(Σ) induced by the inclusion i :
S →֒ Σ is surjective. In particular, if S is simply connected, then so is Σ.
In its version in [3], clauses (i) and (ii) were simply replaced by the condition
that (M, g) be causally simple. They obviously hold if (M, g) is globally hyperbolic
and Σ is a Cauchy hypersurface, as in the original Gannon-Lee theorem. However,
the proof in [3] implicitly took for granted that causal simplicity holds on a certain
Lorentzian covering of (M, g), which as discussed in Example 2.2 need not be the
case. Now, on the one hand this is always the case if Σ is a Cauchy hypersurface as
in the original Gannon-Lee theorems. On the other hand, in the present version,
7provided one imposes past reflectivity on covering spacetimes as well as on (M, g),
these spacetimes do not even need to be chronological.
Proof of Thm. 3.2.
The key to the proof is establishing the following
Claim: the interior region Σ− in Σ is compact. (cf. [3, Prop. 4.1]).
In order to prove this Claim we begin by considering the set H+ of all the points p
of E+(S)(:= J+(S) \ I+(S)) such that either p ∈ S or else p can be reached from
S by a future-directed null geodesic η : [0, b] → M with η(0) ∈ S, η(b) = p and
η′(0) = K−(η(0)). By a standard limit curve argument, eitherH+ is compact or else
there exists a future-directed null geodesic S-ray γ : [0,+∞) → M , with γ′(0) =
K−(γ(0)). But the latter alternative is impossible due to the null convergence
condition3 and the fact that k− > 0, which together imply the appearance of a
focal point to S along γ incompatible with its maximal status [17, Prop. 10.43].
We conclude that H+ has to be compact.
Consider the closed set T := ∂I+(Σ+) \ Σ+. If we can show that T ⊂ H+, then
it follows that T is compact; in that case, arguing exactly as in the proof of Claim
3 in [3, Prop. 4.1]) we conclude that ρX(T ) ≡ Σ−, where ρX : M → Σ is the retract
associated with the piercing X as discussed therein, and our Claim follows.
Suppose, then, by way of contradiction, that there is some q ∈ T \ H+. As
mentioned in the Introduction, our strategy here is to adapt the proof of [15, Thm.
3.3] for the present context (see especially Fig. 3 in that reference). Let (qk) ⊂ I+(q)
be a sequence of points such that qk → q. Thus, (qk) ⊂ I+(Σ+). The maximal
integral curve α of X through q must intersect Σ; it cannot do so to the future of
q, or else this would violate the acausality of Σ. Thus, it either intersects Σ at q
itself or to the past thereof. In the first case, since q /∈ Σ+ we would have to have
q ∈ Σ−. In the second case, since q /∈ I+(Σ+), we must have q ∈ I+(Σ−). In any
case, (qk) ⊂ I+(Σ−). Therefore, for each k ∈ N we have I−(qk) ∩ Σ± 6= ∅, whence
we conclude that I−(qk) ∩ S 6= ∅ since I−(qk) ∩ Σ is connected
4. In other words,
(qk) ⊂ I+(S).
Fix a background complete Riemannian metric h on M with associated distance
function dh, and let σk : [0,+∞) → M be a sequence of future-directed, future-
inextendible timelike, h-arc-length-parametrized curves starting at S and such that
σk(tk) = qk for some tk ∈ (0,+∞). By the compactness of S and the Limit Curve
Lemma, we can, up to passing to subsequences, assume that σk(0) → r ∈ S,
and that there exists a future-directed, future inextendible C0 causal curve σ :
[0,+∞)→M with σ(0) = r such that
σk|C → σ|C
dh-uniformly for each compact set C ⊂ [0,+∞).
Suppose the sequence (tk) is bounded. Then we can assume, again up to passing
to a subsequence, that tk → t0 ⇒ q = σ(t0). Now, q /∈ S, so t0 > 0. By the
achronality of ∂I+(Σ+), the causal curve segment σ|[0,t0] can be reparametrized
as a future-directed null geodesic segment η : [0, b] → M without focal points to
3Note that in this argument we can weaken our convergence assumption to an averaged null
convergence condition in the following form:
∫
+∞
0
Ric(γ′(t), γ′(t))dt ≥ 0 along any null geodesic
γ : [0,+∞)→ M , with γ′(0) = K−(γ(0)).
4To see this, just project a continuous curve in I−(qk) between two points of I
−(qk) ∩Σ onto
Σ using ρX
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S before q = η(b). In particular, the null vector η′(0) is normal to S, and hence
it is either parallel to K+(r) or to K−(r). In the latter case, however, we’d have
q ∈ H+, a contradiction. Thus we can assume, affinely reparametrizing η if needed,
that η′(0) = K+(r). But the acausality of Σ implies that η(0, b] cannot intersect
Σ, in which case, as we discussed above, q ∈ I+(Σ−), and indeed the maximal
integral curve α through q intersects Σ−. The continuous curve ρX ◦ η : [0, b]→ Σ
enters initially in Σ+, but ρX ◦ η(b) ∈ Σ−, so there exists some s0 ∈ (0, b) for which
ρX ◦ η(s0) ∈ Σ+. But then η(s0) ∈ I+(Σ+), so that q ∈ I+(Σ+) ∩ ∂I+(Σ+), again
a contradiction. We conclude that (tk) must be unbounded.
We can assume tk → +∞. If σ : [0,+∞) → M never left ∂I+(S), it could
again be reparametrized as a (future-complete) null geodesic S-ray γ : [0,+∞)→
M initially parallel to K−(γ(0)), a contradiction. Thus, for some b ∈ (0,+∞)
σ(b) ∈ I+(S) and we can pick an open set U ∋ σ(b) such that U ⊂ I+(S), and
also pick p ∈ I−(σ(b), U). Since σk(b) → σ(b), and eventually tk > b, eventually
p ≪ σk(b) ≤ σk(tk) = qk, and we conclude that q ∈ I+(p). But then, past
reflectivity implies that p ∈ I−(q). Since p ∈ I+(S) ⊂ I+(Σ+)(≡ I+(Σ+)), we thus
have q ∈ I+(Σ+) ∩ ∂I+(Σ+). This final contradiction thus establishes the Claim.
The rest of the proof of Thm. 3.2 now proceeds exactly as the proof of [3, Thm.
2.1], only with the caveat that if clause (ii) in the statement holds, then we may
use the universal covering instead of the more elaborate one therein. Therefore, we
omit further details here.
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